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City College Reinstates 
CCNY Four/ But 
Ch-arges Still Pending 
JAMES HOFF 
On Wednesday March 9, City College 
public safety officers arrested three stu-
dents who were part of a larger group of 
students and faculty peacefully protesting 
against the presence of Anny National 
Guard recruiters on their campus. Nick 
Bergreen, Justino Rodriguez, and Hadas 
Thier, all full-time students at City 
College, were arrested and charged with, 
--"alllbrrg-mirerthfnr,hssamtfuga~officer,· 
l 
resisting arresf and distur.bing· the peace .. 
Carol Lang, a program secretary in the 
theatre department, long-time CUNY 
~~ ..activ~ .and. thi!l,y,:Wr Ww-Wh~- ~e_.~ 
. :_:: ~ - u{r-c"611';;ge ~~as 1ate':-~ arr~s ~ ancl 
statement issued to the campus 
community, offered the unqual-
ified assertion that, after the stu-
dents were asked to leave the 
Great Hall, "The confrontation 
escalated and several of the 
demonstrators grabbed and hit 
the officer." (See side panel for 
more information on the 
_l President's statement). J'he 
- :,l!resident:s'.office·hauefused.t 
" offer any further insight into 
_ who "the officer" in question 
was or any actual proof of 
. injury, but sec~tx_report fo!fils 
. :- -----~~ 
,'\dy_oc11te re_ ort that.iu¥ 
.. ., .,----~~s~re ,· d.to..his.-..siu 
n sus- private physician with "a pain in his right organi 
---~p@lioo,..,,ooi&l~ng-waS"'SUspended---ft<m00&-an~rre~om-campus-sincc hand a emg attacked by campus, ec1 ed to protest at the campus 
for an entire month without any conviction their arrests. The three had pending crimi- Carol Lang. job fair on March 9. Protestors were 
and without pay. While she was allowed nal hearings scheduled for the 21 of April, Contrary to President Williams's state- reportedly angry about the presence of 
back on campus on April 11, her second which have also been postponed. The DA ment, however, which has been widely military recruiters on a predominantly 
criminal hearing, which was scheduled for recently offered the three a reprimand with criticized by journalists and activists, wit- minority and working-class campus, 
April 21, was postponed for negotiations a verdict of not guilty. nesses say it was the public safety officers where they felt students could be easily 
with the DA. Thier, Rodriguez, and The day after the arrests, City College that incited the violence and not the stu- manipulated by promises of college tuition 
Bergreen have also recently been allowed president Gregory H. Williams, in a public dents. According to witnesses who were see C:C:NY Four. page 7 
Frances Degen Horowitz to 
Step Down as CiC President 
Since 1991, Dr. Frances Degen Horowitz 
has tirelessly advocated for The Graduate 
Center and the students and faculty of this 
She also managed the GC's move from 
42nd Street to 365 Fifth Avenue - no easy 
task, but one that President Horowitz han-
dled witih skill. At every opportunity she 
had, Dr. Horowitz spoke of the need for 
tuition remission for GC graduate students 
'-If" y"" * 
who teach at CUNY campuses. Recently, 
she forged a valuable tie with Ronald 
Canestrari, the Chair of the Higher 
Education Committee of the New York 
State Assembly). Students were present 
on several occasions as she explained to 
Assemblyman Canestrari the inequitable 
situation in which GC students operate in 
comparison to SUNY graduate students 
and others around the country. These 
meetings laid the groundwork for greater 
recognition for the GC in the state legisla-
ture and may proove crucial in the years to 
come. Dr. Horowitz will also leave the 
GC's Foundation with a respectable $28 
million. In general, students will remem-
ber Frances Degen Horowitz as a mild-
mannered, pleasant administrator whose 
office was always open to students. This 
sort of open-door, student-friendly presi-
dency is one which students hope will con-
tinue with her successor. There will be a 
concert and reception in her honor on 
Thursday, May 19, 2005 (see page 6 for 
details). 
April PSC Contract Update 
MARIYA Gu.:zMAN 
Last month, CUNY management with-
drew its 1.5 percent salary increase offer 
(with an extra 1 percent funded by produc-
tivity savings) and made an improved 
offer to the PSC. Though the new offer of 
6. 75 percent over four years is a step in the 
right direction, the union says it still falls 
short. 
In March, the PSC made a counterpro-
posal, seeking further improvements -
both economic and otherwise. The break-
down of the economic demand is as fol-
lows: 
Year 1: · 1.25 percent across-the-board 
increase to salary rates applied annually to 
the PSC/CUNY Welfare Fund, effective 
November 1, 2002. 
Year 2: 3.5 percent across-the-board 
increase. to salary rates effective 
November 1, 2003. 
Year 3: 3. 75 percent, compounded, 
across-the-board increase to salary rates 
effective November 1, 2004. 
Year 4: 3 percent, compounded, across~ 
the-board increase, effective November 1, 2003. 
The union is also calling for a universi-
ty-wide professional/office hour per each 
3-hour course taught for all teaching 
adjuncts, sick leave for teaching and non-
teaching adjuncts, and a seniority/hiring 
preference system for part-time instruc-
tional staff. 
In a statement on April 15, Vice 
Chancellor Malone claimed that the 
union's counterproposal is unrealistic, 
stating that it does not follow any of the 
established economic patterns. 
She wrote, "For more than 30 years, 
pattern bargaining has shaped negotiations 
in the New York State public sector. 
Historically, the economic pattern estab-
lished at the University in bargaining with 
its unions has reflected the patterns that 
both the City and State established in their 
respective rounds of bargaining .... In the 
current round of bargaining, the 
University has offered a package that rep-
resents a hybrid of the State and City eco-
nomic patterns, although it favors the 
State pattern in terms of duration and 
across-the-board salary improvements. 
see P5C: Contract UpdatP. page 10 
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Farewell Letter from the Editor 
My two years as editor-in-chief here at The Advocate have been something of a wild 
ride. Alternately militant and hilarious, depressing and encouraging, radical and bureau-
cratic, the heading of a paper like this one is nothing if not a learning experience. 
However, the wide road ahead beckons the feet to move on and besides it's time to let a 
new voice take the helm here at the Graduate Center's in-house Ministry of Propaganda. 
As this will be my last-issue as the editor around here, I'd like to offer a few thoughts on 
where we've been and where we might want to go. One basic recommendation I would 
make is that a portion of ad revenues-which currently go directly to the DSC's gener-
al fund-be folded back into developing The Advocate. This would help create a greater 
incentive for staff members to bring in ads, simultaneously setting the paper on a course 
of growth. 
When I first came onto the paper staff as layout editor three years ago, the main goal 
was to rescue a paper that was barely functioning. The staff was exhausted, the design 
was not professional, and the student body had an attitude of complete disregard for the 
paper. Our first task was to reconceive, redesign, and rethink the paper from mastheads 
to back page. We wanted the paper to be a radical voice, but we also wanted to stay open 
to any viewpoint that GC students might have. We wanted the paper to reflect the intel-
ligence and sophistication of a student body of PhD students, but we also wanted to offer 
a respite from the sometimes-stifling seriousness and scholarliness of graduate school 
life. And we wanted to bring in student writers, photographers, and activists and get 
them involved in the paper. At a time when the phrase "GC Community" was practical-
ly an oxymoron, we wanted to be a force working in that direction. In the effort to 
achieve this last goal, all three editors have been working overtime, trying to convince 
already-overworked students to send us ai;ticles, reflections, poems, collages, cartoons, 
ANYTHING to help display the intellectual vibrancy that exists here, and which we 
wanted to put on display. 
The results have been exciting. We've been able to run original investigative pieces on 
important events, including protests, labor relations, CUNY politics, and international 
conflicts. We've seen several of our regular contributors go on to pursue careers in pro-
fessional journalism. We've established regular features such as the student forum, 
which are aimed at making life at the GC a little more fun. Our Web site now features 
all articles that run in the paper (and some that don't), and includes complete archives 
going back more than a year. We can all be proud of these achievements. 
And yet, the thought I want to leave you 
with is that The Advocate could still grow 
into something bigger and more significant. 
In recent months;-peop~ha'1"e"been asking 
me why we don't send more copies to the 
~~ other CUNY campuses, why we don't dis-
tribute a little more widely. To this I say, 
Let's hope the next staff makes jt happen. 
Basically, The Advocate is almost fully sup-
page i! Advucate 
- ---- ported by I5SC funds- -and' The Advocate 
~ 
spends many times more money paying staff 
and contributors than it does on printing 
costs. If we're going to spend all that money 
on talent, why not think of a way to get the 
message out a little louder? 
The right direcJi9Jl fQr The Ad,._vocate would 
inciude some oftlies_e steps: 
* Bring in a higher-profile guest writer every 
now and then, as our pay scales are good 
enough to do this 
* Restructure the selling of ads so that a por-
tion goes back to development of the paper. 
This might allow printing of more copies, 
printing the cover in color, or other improve-
ments 
* Another thing future staff members might 
ant-to"Consider1.s-the-hiring--ef-an-ads-man 
ager to handle the complex task of selling 
and keeping track of ads. In the past the other 
staff members have resisted this duty. 
Because The Advocate is well-subsidized 
by the DSC, I'd like to see it become a little 
better known around CUNY and New York 
City in general. In 1996, for instance, The 
Advocate printed 4,000 copies-four times as 
many as today. In these times of reaction in 
the United States, our city can ·use all the 
informed radical voices it can get. 
While I step down today, I hope to remain 
available as a grandpa/tech support/dart-
board target-figure for future generations. 
Let's show'em what analysis is all about! 
Mayi!OOS 
The Advocate's articles about the food,services at the Graduate Center have generated 
quite a bit of noise of late. Restaurant Associates has also requested a meeting in the 
taiY'to discuss»some of these matters: Wfih~thitla. coiitracfi.ip"'forreiiewaim'"2006:"~sm .. 
we're excited aboutthis. Here are some of the interesting items The Advocate has 
received: 
Sytrofoam Cups at 365 Express 
April 19, 2005 9:02 a.m. 
To: Charles Hunter, Food Director, Restaurant Associates 
From: Abigail Schonebpom, Student, GC 
Subject: Styrofoam use in GC Cafe 
Dear Mr. Hunter, 
I am the Graduate Center webmaster in the Publications department and I am also a 
Doctoral student here at The Graduate Center. As a staff member and student, I was 
very disappointed to see that there ,has been a switch to Styrofoam containers in the 
first floor cafe. Staff in the cafe told me that this is a permanent switch, not just a tem-
porary measure. I have always respected Restaurant Associates' decision to use paper 
cups as I thought it reflected enlightened views regarding landfill and health effects of 
Styrofoam packaging. For example: 
Health Effects: www.ejnet.org/plastics/polystyrene/health.html 
Ecological effects/Landfill: www.epa.gov/grtlakes/seahomelhousewastelhouse/plastic.htm 
I and other colleagues/members of the student body would like to know why this 
switch has been made. I wiU not be purchasing food from the cafeteria until a return 
to P.,aperXiimiilfm~~d.j];k fonv~!,~.~-X2?i:!E:£2.1:~.~~1ioy~,~!t w~ .. ~!~l~!~,~=-
paper cups as soon as possible. 
· Regards, 
Abigail Schoneboom 
Charles Hunter responds, with a summer reading list! 
Fri 4/22/2005 4:06 PM 
Thank you for your interest in foam cups. Just like you, Restaurant Associates cares 
about the environment. Hear (sic) are the top reasons we made a deliberate and 
thouabtful.decision-to..go ,with.foam,.rather,than.paper_cnps____ _ _. _ 
:<:': «< ·.,;.,,J?., Ai>•::n :f·v.·P•?r:":::i;:-t, ., . 0 /: X\ .y •·:"'1"YC .. _, • /'½i"G ),,,.,_./ .> ... :·❖ , S.,.Y•><=~',:~-.... ~;.<V-:,,J,<❖• _ .;;,;,;::;,;..z;,,,;:: · .. .c,. --~ .,, .. , :¾,:·;,;,.. ' "V Sf.:W«:»:❖».,-.,~ :•·. ''..,.··w···.+:,.. .. ,..n.M&~-~,";3•~,:~>,1~ 
' -- -~~ .,..., .,. ...,, ....... .,..,.,,.. __ ~ . 
'.'.'\t!···.•T , .. '~. ;:c;w.-~. ·'e"ITe-.· 'aniP~ui,l'..·." '.!''ff'" es.·~t~ .. ~run; .. ·. ·''.JfOtd&'.tll. 'iuiu:n.··. th~.·.···.. . tag~ .. s:o. lll .. e. •.. · .. er.dis.,;;; .. ·  "'. ~!1.1,,;,yy ... ,~····· 'v•""'"~;;Jil gg ., .. """""-•""·"""' ... ,-~--- _....... ,. - .•• ,, ··-··-·--
posa6le;:1?fofessor'Maftii:rHocting;,~airassoolatopr6fess(if*¢lirinsuy::a.. •· n~ 
of Victoria, British Columbia has performed a study of foam and paper disposables. 
lne'I'esulwornis:'.studfwere:;:sttnunruizoo:sucpinctly•irr'atWall:;Street4/ourrdldt.a.~e:m: 
1991: Hocking's analysis ... finds that the environmental impact from the chemicals and 
energy used in making paper cups, as .well as the emissions from incinerating or bury• 






foam." ,,~ ., ··.. ··; '·•'' 7 ,, .' , _ 
: ~,rhefasµlating,properties-of,!~~ups:;keep:,~~!e s,:. whet
1
~~~:Jiq~!~?!?~~:,_ ---= 
propef serving tempei;ature;.,". l?!S n9111ec~s,S/!!Y:J;,,1? '11 cup!; qx;:1,1,s_e ~':W'l'~~~s1 • ~ 
wrap to hold a hot bev~rage cQmfQrtllblY in ,:i~ OJµJl cup.,, .'"' ,,.,. "' . , , ••::':" , , .---.: 
· IJ'he bnindof foam cu'"~e:i1!l!1'i§:rultJ:mi"d~tlr£.t1rtot91lMr9.9~JJs:£QI?es~~ • -
othe1<,oz;n~epletingtc~i~i:~,.;;:.":;;;;;::';;;;;:;;:;;;;;~;,;;;::;:;i:;;;3:i;: .. :;;.:~.-.,w,~~~ .. ,.,;;,M . -
· -J>lastic:'.'coalea paper-cups pollute in.ore, ano use more energy than foam eups in theit 
manufacturing process. Using two resource-intensive plastic-coated paper cups to 
ho:4it9!f~.§~rvJ~~o~ q~ffse·~$~~~~'.q?.tt~le$ ~~Y:U:~@lxt!~lt-~P{gtgfstp,~t~;i .;;; 
dnnk;·b◊rrtpar-ed'With:thc same drinkm-a smg~oanrcup: ,..,.,_ , ..... ,,.,,,".,., ...... ~ , .......... ".,,,,.,_,,,.,, . --
. Plastic-coated paper cups don't biodegrade in a meaningful thm:frame in either a 
land fill or if littered. And plastic-coated paper cups are rarc~y. if ever rccyc:ed. 
• · o ys lfflf"ftm11Servt~9dm::tS'"'conrpxise,n'ractioll""OfTC/a,bywth-weigh 
and volume, of our country's municipal solid wast~ that is land filled. 
• The manufacture of foam cups'and coµtainers' uses"six times less the amount of raw 
materials, requires 30% less energy, and produces 46% le~s air pollution, 42% less 
water pollution, and 75% less pounds of industrial waste than an equivalent sized 
paper container. 
· Foa,m cups do not impart any odor or taste to the beverage. They will not get 
soggy. There is no wax,,.coating to flake into the drink. 
· In cola comparison tests,,after 15 minutts of elapsed time. cola in foam still had 
more carbonatiorr than cola in a pap.,er cup had at the end of only two minutes. 
Correction 
The review of the Museum of Sex in the March 2005 issue of The Advocate incorrect-
ly identified the regular admission price as $18; it is $14.50 + tax. Additionally, the 
"Vamps and Vigins, the History of the American Pinup" exhibit is open until June 12, 
2005 - not March 30th, as we printed. MoSex also asked The Advocate to notify our 
readers that a $5 discount coupon is available online at www.museumofsex.com. The 
Advocate staff regrets the errors and begs not to be spanked for them. 
· The manufacture of foath cups require 30% Je~s energy than the energy needed to 
makepaper cups. . .. '· ., . .. 
• Paper cups are neither made of recycled content nor themselves recycled, 
· Degradable materials, not inert foam, can lead to dangerous methane gas release and 
ground ~ater contamination. 
Thank you Jor your comments. Please contact me directly if you have any other com-
ments or concerns. 
Sincerely, 
Charles Hunter 
Director, Food Service 
Restaurant Associates at CONY Graduate Center 
ibli<>gtaphy: 
· "Foam cups damage environment less than paper cups" Wall Street Journal, 
February 1, 1991 
· "Reusable and Disposable Cups: an Energy Based Evaluation", 18 Envz'ronmental 
Management 6 (1994) 
· ''Five Major Myths about Garbage and why they are Wrong'' Smithsonian, July 1992 
· Dart Container Company Website: http://www.dartcontainer.com/web/environ.nsf 
More on Restaurant Associates 
Dear Sirs and Madams: 
I read with interest your article about the food service in the March issue. I wanted 
add some information to your thoughts about the service. 
Many ofmy classmates and I believed that the tares (prices"adjustments) or the 
ceramic plates was substantially off, and that the charges were too high. I tested the 
theory (with the help of a checkout professional) by pricing my wallet on an empty 
plastic container. Price: $1.25. I then tested the same wallet on an empty ceramic 
plate. Price: $2.00. 
This was in January. I described the situation to the manager. He said he would call in 
an outside company to investigate and correct and problems. Human nature, and busi-
ness, being what they are, I would bet he hasn•t. 
Best wishes for continued success with the publication. 
Tom Piskula, 
·' Economics · 
Thanks for the email, Tom. But who are these "Madams" to whom you refer? - Eds. 
~ -ooes The· Advocate lack integrity7 -
,,,_,. <Q ., ·, .-.. •• Vo.c • .x»Y ,,--.....,,_.' f"S,,•6«,: -""'' 
To the Editor: 
rwrire~out"orcoiicemror"tlfeJoumaJistic,:'i,n~gnty'"!ff1'lil::&1v9cate"'=9r"'at1e~[fqrJµcS: 
integrity of the Letters column. The February, 2005 issue of The Advocate contained a 
letter ,ft9m•Ro9ertoBap1ard,l''f ifstWorJ9"(?~fs1-"1) '[l :repiY'!Q ·aprevi,ous-1ltticle by '• 
Andrew.Kennis. The letter.took'issue with aspects ofthe.,article1 whicbcis ~:,qictly what 
letters·totbe editonhould dO':''Bufwlrat '!olluwett•werereplieS'~by:Mr:Ke:tmis and" · 
I.ayout-:Editor·•·Spencer,Sunshine. 0 ·-·----·#,.,_-:..,, -=·---~----,~-.,,, .. " .. ,~, .. , .. , 't · 
I<>'.::.:f~::·:<;,;❖7;t=··;:·=w:>::::·=:'./'::'.\''.::Y:N:t:..;?'\:/t"" ':(«f:.;·:::·•·ti ·' . ,,,/ \?-"·-:-· r~-:'.'~ , ... , ~I?., .. , , ..,.".<·' ,. ..• ,/' •. _.,~-.- ~ ';}' ·-i~ 
I dtd notreacfihe onginal arttcle iii"question. so I have no opinion on the issues dis-
cussed by Mr. Barnard. What I do have an opinion about is the method.whereby a dia-
logue was generated in the Letters column. Taking my cue from the New York Times, I 
have to say that the policy of printing editorial replies to letters is poor journalism-
and just plain unfair. Writers of letters to the editor are supposed to get the last word. 
The decision to publish such letters should be the only say the editors get in the mat-
ter. Replies to such letters - even in legitimate defense of misconceptions about the 
original article - are unfair be.cause the publication does not have to publish further 
st.;itetµ.ents by the letter writer. 
The,A.dvocate in general, and Messrs. Kennis and Sunshine in particular, should be 
able to handle criticism without getting the last word. If they can't, they shouldn't 
pµplish ~uch -criticism in.the firs1>place. 
Sincerely, 
David Hamilton Golland, 
Graduate Center Delegate and Vice-Chair for Graduate Affairs 
University, Student Senaie 
While we appreciate your concerns, responding to Letters to the Editor is a standard 
·ournalistic practice_.utilized b;x J1UJTJ)! mqin,stream publication.s .. While the New York 
Times may not do so,other periodicals such as the Village Voice certainly do - and if 
ou think our responses are inappropriate, you should note the venom with which 
Voice writers frequently respo,yl, tq ,le,tter writers.If o.ur lack. of ;yourrialistic integrity" 
ts us in the same camp as the Village Voice, then I feel that The Advocate is in_ 





Alternatives to War// 
Photo Exhibit 
(March 17 -April 17/ 2005) 
DEBORA UPEGUI 
This spring, the Graduate Center's 
Exhibition Hallway became the home of a 
photographic exhibit that honored the 
courage, resilience, and commitment to 
building peace demonstrated by the inhab-
itants of three Peace Communities in 
Colombia: San J~se de Apartado, Cacarica 
and the "Balsita Community of Life and 
Work" near the town of Dabeiba. The 
exhibit was hosted by AELLA 
(Association of Latino and Latin 
American students at the Graduate Center) 
and was displayed from March 17 through 
April 17. AELLAraised over $2,000.00 in 
order to make this photo exhibit possible. 
Over half of that money will go towards 
financing further development projects in 
the communities depicted in the pictures 
by the Fellowship of Reconciliation. 
The exhibition explores three 
Colombian communities' nonviolent 
resistance in the context of Colombia, a 
country tom by political and social vio-
,.. )enfe. )Y.hile_the ~~bit con:v.,e)lS,~~ P.eat,. 
. obstacles these communities face, it also 
highlights these communities as a sign of 
hope. The exhipit features images from 
three different Colombian communities 
which have developed methods of nonvio-
lent resistance as a way of challenging the 
cycles of violence created by war: 
· The community of San Jose de Apartado 
formally declared itself a peace communi-
ty in 1 997 and refuses to support any 
armed group. 
· Cacarica is, an Afro-Colombian com-
munity that was initially displaced to the 
coastal city of Turbo and has since 
returned to its home territory along the 
Atrato River. The community has estab-
lished two "humanitarian zones" where no 
weapons are allowed. 
· The Balsita Community of Life and 
Work, near the town of Dabeiba in the 
Department of Antioquia, has chosen a 
strategy of survival based on principles of 
nonviolence. 
The photo exhibit is a collection of 
images by photographers who donated 
their work to the Fellowship of 
Reconciliation for the purpose of this proj-
ect. Eros Hoagland is a freelance photog-
rapher whose work has appeared in major 
magazines and newspapers throughout the 
world. Betty Udesen is a staff photogra-
pher for The Seattle Times whose work 
has been honored by the Associated Press, 
the National Association of Black 
Joumali~ts, and the Society of 
Professional Journalists. Jutta Meier-
Wiedenbach studied photography in 
Berlin and has worked as a freelance pho-
tographer for German publications, 
by this traveling exhibit will support the 
Fellowship of Reconciliation's accompa-
niment and development projects in 
Colombian peace communities. 
As academics, it is important to be able 
to remember that there are human lives 
and communities behind the countless 
numbers and facts we study. This was evi-
dent in the audience's reaction to the main 
speaker at the opening reception of the 
exhibition on Thursday, March 17. Those 
who came out to the opening of the exhib-
it were inspired by the words of Renata 
Rendon, a Fellowship of Reconciliation 
human rights worker who had returned 
from San Jose de Apartado, Colombia the 
day before. Professor Laird Bergad, direc-
tor of CLACLS, delivered a paper pre-
pared by Professor Mary Roldan from 
Cornell University, author of Blood and 
Fire: La Violencia en Antioquia, 1949-
1953 after some welcoming remarks by 
Debora Upegui, co-chair of AELLA and 
doctoral student in the Social/Personality 
Psychology PhD Program . 
.. ~e:_1ata..Renqon 's.. testimo?,~qved ... th~e 
audience to tears. This was the frrst time 
that Ms. Rendon was speaking in public 
about her experience in San Jose de 
Apartado where she witnessed the exhu-
mation of eight bodies (including those of 
three children) massacred on Felful~fy"'21, 
2005. She came to '!mow these people -pe~-
sonally, and as a Fellowship of 
Reconciliation accompaniment worker 
helped search for bodies. 
Among the dead was the body of Luis 
Eduardo Guerra, one of the founders of 
the peace community of San Jose de 
Apartado. However, Ms. Rendon pointed 
out that the communities were hopeful, 
and had a strong will to remain alive and 
continue to struggle to live in peace in 
their land. As a celebration of that hope 
and commitment to peace, the folkloric 
music group, La Cumbiamba, serenaded 
see Resistance Unarmed, page 4 
" 
Mexican human rights organizations, and :::,-:....,..., ------=--~--"--... 
former Fellpwship of Recon~iliation yol- -~- •toa~t i~ rasi~d-at--;--;AJ:LLA's 
unteer Karin Anderson. The money raised ,post:ta1k.recept1on. ·~ -i, ·, 





(cont from 3) 
the audience with Colombian rhythms 
from the Uraba region from which the 
communities hail. 
By bringing this photo exhibit to the 
Graduate Center, AELLA members want-
ed to continue to support and praise these 
communities for their daily efforts to pro-
mote peace and sustain hope. In the spring 
of 2004, AELLA hosted a speaker from 
the Peace Community of San Jose de 
Apartado who spoke about non-violent 
resistance to armed groups, including the 
Colombian army, attempting to enter their 
communities. The exhibit provided an 
opportunity for the Graduate Center com-
munity to learn about the armed conflict in 
Colombian and to see the faces and homes 
of those who are m~st affected by it, rural 
communities like San Jose de Apartado, 
Cacarica, and Balsita. 
"I like it," one history student said of the 
event. "I feel it is a very important topic 
and it is unfortunate that many people are 
unaware of what happens in other parts of 
the world." 
After the exhibition, the members of 
AELLA started a letter-writing campaign 
to call on the US Department of State to 
pressure the Colombian government to 
investigate the massacre and to protect the 
peace communities from any future retali-
ation. A great number of people from the 
outside community and from various 
activist networks come to the Graduate 
Center specifically to see the exhibit. 
AELLA members received calls from peo-
ple coming from Philadelphia, New Jersey 
and Long Island. They hosted a guided 
tour for a group of high school students 
from Utah who were in town for a seminar 
with the United Methodist Seminar. A 
group of 25 students were guided by 
AELLA co-chair Debora Upegui, and later 
spoke with her about the context and the 
current situation in Colombia. One of the 
students was excited to see some of the 
communities she had read about in her 
research about Plan Colombia. 
This important event enjoyed the collab-
oration and co-sponsorship of the Center 
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Strike at University 
of Puerto Rico 
We, the Association of Latino and Latin American Students (AELLA) at the Graduate 
Center of the City University of New York, express our complete solidarity with the 
students currently on strike at the Rio Piedras campus of the University of Puerto Rico 
(UPR). 
We understand that the diversity of opinions within the student body over the recent 
33% tuition hike unilaterally imposed by the administration has become polarized 
between those who support the strike in protest of the hike and those who are against 
it. However, we place responsibility for the continuing strike and the ensuing polariza-
tion squarely on the shoulders ofUPR President Antonio Garcia Padilla and destabiliz-
ing agents, including General Student Council (CGE) President Nina Valed6n, who 
have spread misinformation and sabotaged the CGE's democratically approved deci-
sion to go on strike. 
To that effect, the April 26 assembly of the CGE, convened by Valed6n outside UPR 
grounds and in the presence of administrators and faculty, in an unprecedented viola-
tion of CGE procedural norms, as well as the fundamental principle of university auton-
omy, was illegitimate. We consider the measures taken by the United Committee 
Against the Hike (CUCA) to prevent it from taking place to be fully justified. 
AELLA hereby reaffirms its support of the CUCA's demands on President Garcia 
Padilla to repeal or declare a moratorium on Certification 70, which enacted the hike, 
and establish a genuinely democratic process in consultation with students, faculty, and 
staff, for addressing the UPR's decades-old fiscal crisis. There is an alternative propos-
al on the table for a need-based sliding-scale tuition, which has historically been the 
demand of the Puerto Rican student movement. 
We emphatically call on President Garcia Padilla not to cede to groups manipulated 
by outside interests by announcing the reopening of classes, which would provoke a 
confrontation between students and the state riot squad of a·magnitude not seen since 
"We hav~ a~ways said, and.we ~re clear ~bout that,_ that we are here 1981 strike. We also condemn the irresponsible attitude assumed by some sectors, 
toda~, reszstmg an1 our pro1ect zs to continue to reszst and defend our including certain sectors of the press, of attributing acts of violence exclusively to 
rights.·- fffe _don-t-~a.w Jo.,,: how long..beqaus.e w.ha!Jve.ba'J14Jj-. .. ,_.. ~~~~~t~~}l~Ve~~a~~- .What-7yer happens henceforth 
throughout history zs that we may be here talking, and tomorrow we will be the respons1b1lity of President GardaPadilla, <:1overnofhibal Acevedo 'Vila, , 
may be dead. Today we are in San Jose de Apartad6, tomorrow the and Police Superintendant Pedro Toledo. 
majority of the people may be displaced because there may be a mas- ...._ __________________________ ...1 
sacre of 20 or 30 people, ... this is not impossible. Here, in this region 
everything is possible. " (Luis Eduardo Guerra, January 11, 2005, 
Interview by Emilia Bolinchesin Pueblos: Revista de Informaci6n y 
Debate, trans. Debora Upegui) 
Another history student was excited that 
so many people were present at the open-
ing. He added, "You usually don't get 
many people coming to events in the 
Graduate Center. It was exciting to see so 
maqy peop\e from outside of the Graduate 
Center be there. There were high school 
students, undergraduate students, people 
from the community, activists, etc. It was a 
great mix." 
One anthropology student said that, 
"The most important thing was that in this 
academic environment people are accus-
tomed to hearing about things in a distant 
manner. The moment [the FOR speaker] 
started to read his quote (s~e below) she 
couldn't help but start crying. It eliminat-
ed,the space between a violent situation in 
a faraway country and this academic envi-
ronment. It brought it home for people, 
and made it easier for us to connect to her 
experience. I am glad I was there." 
An Environmental Science student 
explained that although she was informed 
about the conflict in Colombia. the armed 
groups involved and Plan Colombia, she 
did not know about the Peace 
Communities. She was excited to learn 
about these non-violent initiatives. "I think 
it is great to have students do this kind of 
activism at the Graduate Center," she said. 
"It's especially good to appropriate such 
spaces that arc rarely available to stu-
dents," she added. 
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for Latin American, Caribbean and Latino 
Studies, the Center for Place, Culture and 
Politics, the Human Rights Seminar, and 
the Doctoral Student Council of the 
Graduate Center. Outside the Graduate 
Center, the project found' sponsors in: the 
Center for In~ernational Human Rights at 
John Jay College; the Disarm Education 
Fund, Violy & Company; Susana 
Torruella-Leval (former Director of El 
Museo del Barrio); and Michelle Fine and 
William Cross (faculty members of the 
Social/Personality Psychology PhD 
Program at the Graduate Center). 
AELLA is a DSC-chartered student 
organization at the Graduate Center. 
AELLA is a broad-based organization of 
students interested in Latin America and 
the Caribbean. AELLA wants to increase 
the visibility of Latino and'Latin American 
students at the Graduate Center, promote 
Latino and Latin American Studies, and 
lobby for increased funding for Latin 
American and Latino students and studies. 
AELLA combines academic and political 
concerns with a wide range of social and 
cultural interests. AEILA sponsors events 
throughout the semester including parties, 
movie nights, talks and workshops. 
Debora Upegui is a student in the PhD 
program in Psychology and co-chair of 
AELLA. 
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For information on how to bring the traveling 
exhibit to your organization email: 
Rebekah Waldron at rebekah@forusa.org 
For more information about the situation in Colombia/ 
Peace Communities and how you can help go to: 
Fellowship of Reconciliation www.forusa.org 
Peace Communitiy San Jose de Apartad6 www.cdpsanjose.org 
Latin American Working Group Education Fund www.lawg.org 
Center for International Policy www.ciponline.org 
Washington Office on Latin America www.wola.org 
U.S. Office on Colombia www.usofficeoncolombia.org 
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Ar1alysis 
The Cu It of Institutions 
TONY MONCHINSKI 
Americans harbor a long-standing anti-
authoritarian streak ( consider our birth 
pangs in revolution against Mother 
Britain), yet we are also a patriotic people. 
At first glance, this might seem contradic-
tory, but a closer look reveals how such a 
sta1;1ce is possible. When Americans con-
sent to accept authority, to whom or to 
what are we consenting to obey? 
Americans consent first and foremost to 
the institutions we cherish. But institu-
tions, as John Dewey and others remind 
us, are composed of individuals. 
Individual acts thus add to or detract from 
the sanctity of the institution. 
Americans harbor a certain skepticism 
when it c~mes to political leaders. When 
asked how they felt about the statement 
"Most government administrators can be 
trusted to do what is best for the country," 
a majority - 51 % - of respondents to the 
1996 General Social Survey (the latest 
GSS where that question was ask9d) dis-
agreed or disagreed strongly. Only 19% of 
respondents agreed or agreed strongly. It 
appears. that good numbers of Americans 
are cynical about the ability of our elected 
leaders to do what it is we think they 
should be doing in office, and rightly so. 
Anecdotal evidence bears this out. In 
November, 2004, the United States 
emerged from a nearly year long campaign 
of divisiveness, pitting red states versus 
blue states, liberals versus con,servatives, 
"heartland" versus "Hollywood" ~alues. 
Criticism of John Kerry and incumbent 
President George W. Bush abounded. At 
his first inauguration in 2000, President 
Bush's limousine was pelted with eggs as 
protestors were kept at bay by police. As 
far back as 1796, Federalist John Adams 
had to be snuck into the back of the presi-
_dential mansion following his inaugura-
tion to bypass protestors. How can we 
account for American patriotism and the 
existence of irreverence towards those in 
authority? 
It may be helpful to think of the leader 
as a parental authority figure. Consider 
September 11, 2001 and its effect on the 
president. 9/11, is recognized as a rallying 
point for President Bush, with his._ job 
approval ratings rocketing 35 to 40 percent 
following the terrorist attacks, reaching 
90%. The attacks that September rallied 
Americans around the flag; nationalist 
sentiment skyrocketed. The US had been 
attacked and Americans came together. We 
looked for assurances and answers from 
the offices that traditionally provided 
them, or are expected to provide them, 
first and foremost being the office of the 
presi4ent. George W. Bush happened to be 
the man in the office at the time, and, as 
his approval ratings ·suggest, he benefited 
from America's unity in our time of need. 
However, in America authority comes 
with ambiguity. Along with reverence we 
often enough find disrespect or worse. 
·Consider the patriarch of Freud's Totem 
and Taboo, who is murdered and eaten by 
his sons, paving the way for civilization. 
The French aristocrat, Alexis de 
Tocqueville noted that America's "equali-
tarian c,onditions" lead individuals to !}link 
highly of themselves and to demand a part 
in government. Our political leaders are 
people we have conflictea feelings over. 
bn_ the one hand we honor and revere 
them, or at least ~n some level feel we 
should. On the other hand, our individual-
ity demands skepticism, with a certain part 
of us critical of them. After all, we are 
individuals. Who are they to lord over os? 
We all too readily recognize that our lead-
ers get in their pants one leg at a time, as 
dowe. 
Bear in mind, Americans are patriotic. A 
full 97% of respondents to the 1994 GSS 
identified themselves as either "extremely 
proud," "very proud," or "somewhat 
proud" to be an American, compared to 
less than 2% who were "not very proud." 
89% ofrespondents to the 1996 µss state-
ment "I would rather be a citizen of 
America than of any other country in the 
world" agreed or agreed strongly. More 
precisely, 69% of the respondents agreed 
strongly. Only 3% disagreed or disagreed 
strongly to the same statement. When 
asked to think about the United States, 
87% of respondents said they felt satisfied 
always, most of the time or some of the 
time. 11 % rarely or never felt satisfied. 
Furthermore, when asked to agree or dis-
. agree with the proposition that "the world 
,would be a better place if people from 
other countries were more like the 
Americans," 39% of respondents agreed 
or agreed strongly. 
institutions above the individuals in office 
at any given time, 90% of Americans 
thought it "very important" or "fairly 
important" to respect America's political 
institutions and laws in the 1996 GSS. 
Scholarship bears out the distinction 
that patriotic Americans are loyal to the 
institutions of government above the peo-
ple who animate them. John Diggins for 
one lays out his claim that the framers of 
the Constitution sought for and succeeded 
in "institutionalizing authority in the agen-
cies of the government," hoping social 
order would emerge becaus~ "of the 
smooth functioning of impersonal devices 
and mechanical contrivances". In Diggins' 
estimation, the founders recognized that 
American social order depended on the 
"perpetuation of good machinery," not 
good men or good ideas. Good men and 
good ideas can not be counted upon; as the 
Federalists lafi?.ented, "If men were 
angels ... " But a good institutional frame-
work, once set in motion, had some hope -
it was thought - of continuing despite the 
flaws of individual human beings. 
Ronald Heifitz, to a degree, concurs 
with Diggins. Stressing the idea of the 
institutionalization of authority, Heifitz 
posits that over time, "the office of senior 
authority takes on a life of its own." 
Charisma is transferred frotn the person in 
the office to the office itself, where it then 
Alexis de Tocqueville (L) and James Madison (R). 
How do we account for American patri-
otism alongside an ambivalence to~ards 
our elected representatives?" The answer 
lies in what we pledge our loyalty to. What 
is it that we consent to obey? A particular 
man or woman? No. Americans consent to 
obey an individual only insofar as that 
individual holds a position in an institution 
that Americans revere. In other words, 
Americans are loyal to our institutions and 
the offices of those institutions above all 
else. 
Consider the GSS data. A majority of 
respondents (46%) agree or strongly agree 
with the 1996 statement that "People like 
me don't have any say about what the gov-
ernment does." 'yet alongside this senti-
ment we find a .great deal of confidence in 
the institutions of our government. In 
1998, 81 % of respondent felt "a great 
deal" or "only so:rp.e" confidence in the 
Supreme Court. A great deal or only some 
confidence was attributed to Congress by 
67% of respondents in the same year's 
GSS. 61 % o"f respondents voiced a great 
deal of confidence or only some confi-
dence in the executive branch of the feder-
al government. Above all, and in line with 
the argument that Americans revere our 
rubs off .onto ;whoe.vei: holds the office. 
Lead;rs c~ expect a certain degree of the 
charisma associated with tlie office or 
institution to rub off on them, but they can 
never rest on their laurels. For leadership, 
Heifitz argues, is more than influence. It is 
action. Leadership is doing things, getting 
things done, and appearing decisive. The 
founders were cognizant of this aspect of 
leadership, purposefully designing a presi-
dency that would allow for, in the words of 
the Federalist Papers, the "energy of the 
executive". 
Presidential scholars have long recog-
nized the institutional give and take 
between a man and the office. Richard 
Ncustadt argued that individual presidents 
com~ to office and assume a stams and 
authority that inhere in the office. It is then 
up to them to add to or detract from that 
institutionalized persona. Jeffrey Tulis has 
argued that, with President Wilson, the 
office of the chief executive saw the emer-
gence. of the president as a "leader-inter-
preter," one "fathoming the public's 
desires," with presidential energy deriving 
from the authority of the office of the pres-
ident himself. With Reagan, scholars 
noted a marked increase in trust in govern-
ment, which Jack Citrin chalks up to the 
idea that "Reagan ... spoke of the presiden-
cy as the institutionalized expression of 
the general will, as somehow outside gov-
ernment rather than in it." Americans 
viewed presidential power, as wielded by 
Reagan, as emanating from the people's 
consent, not as something foreign imposed 
on we individuals. 
Jack Citrin, writing in the American 
Political Science .Review and the British 
Journal of Political Science, offers that a 
"sense of pride in and support for an-ongo-
ing 'form of government' can coexist with 
widespread public cynicism about 'the 
government in Washington' and the peop~e 
'running' it." Citrin argues that hostility 
towards .the government, measured by a 
Trust in Government Index, is ~imed at 
specific authorities (i.e., individuals) 
rather than the institutional regime frame-
work. Citing election studies where large 
percentages of Americans who score low 
on trust in government scales nevertheless 
express pride in-our government, Citrin 
proffers that "the current zeitgeist ... legit-
imizes, even encourages, the expression of 
anti-political rhetoric, makes it fashion-
able to denigrate politicians and to criti-
cize established institutions". Even among J 
the cynics Citrin identifies, 43% of them .J 
would like existing institutional arrange-
ments to remain unchanged, versus 25% 
who advocate big changes in the form of 
government. 
GSS data appears to support Citrin's 
cl.ainr.o4ro~n'deilff'iin 996" 4!'1 eM• • -= -- -
or strongly agreed with the statement 
"There are some things about America 
today that make me feel ashamed of 
America." 62% ofrespondents in 1996 felt 
that "the system of democracy in 
America" ''works well but needs some 
changes." A further 22% of the respon-
dents that year felt America's democracy 
"does not work well and needs a lot of 
changes." Yet only 4% of respondents 
were of the opinion that American democ-
racy "does not work well and needs to be 
completely changed." 
Americans aren't ready to dismantle the 
federal government, either literally or fig-
uratively .. Where 79% of respondents in 
1996 thought 
0
"organizing public meetings 
to protest against die government" should 
be "definitely allowed" or "probably 
allowed," 82% of respondents in 1988 
thought "seriously damaging government 
buildings" should "probably not [be] 
allowed" or "definitely not [be] allowed." 
80% of respondents in 1988 also thought 
"occupying a government office and stop-
ping work there for se".eral days" should 
"definitely" or "probably not be allowed." 
When asked how enthusiastic respondents 
felt when. they thought about the US, 78% 
answered that they "alway-S," "most of the 
time'' or "some of the time" felt enthusias-
tic, compared_ tq 15% who "rarely" and 
4% who "never" felt enthusiastic. A 
majority of Americans may be able and 
willing to gripe about our country .and its 
elected officials, but we seem content to 
work within the system to pursue positive 
changes, to "put right" our land. 
Tony Monchinski is a student in the PhD 
program in political science. 
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Features 
Brazilian Agrarian Re-form----
Under Lula-MST to March 
HANNAH WITIMAN & DAWN PLUMMER what they called "populist rhetoric" that 
advocated social justice through land 
On April 22, 2005, members of the Friends redistribution, and began to form rural 
of Brazil's Landless Workers Movement militias and increase lobbying eff6rts to 
(MST) gathered at the Brazilian embassy show that smallholder agriculture was 
in Washington, DC and consulates around "bad for Brazil." Their growing alliance 
the country to underscore human rights with transnational capital, especially 
abuses and rampant environmental agribusiness corporations like Cargill and 
destruction in Brazil's countryside while Archer Daniels Midland, along with 
highlighting the need for true land reform. record-breaking soybean harvests, helped 
These mobilizations were in solidarity cement their influence with the neoliberal 
with the historic MST march of 10,000 sector of the Lula administration, especial-
landless that kicked off on May 1 and will ly the Minister of Agriculture, Roberto 
arrive in the capital of Brasilia on May 17. Rodrigues, the Finance Minister Antonio 
MST is demanding President Luis Palocci, and Luiz Furlan, the Minister of 
Inacio "Lula" da Silva carry out his prom- Development, Industry and Foreign Trade. 
ise on agrarian reform, as guaranteed by With their support, the media declared 
the constitution. More than half the land is agribusiness Brazil's savior, responsible 
held by just four percent of the population, for resolving financial issues and literally 
while Brazil's income distribution is paving a pathway through tlie Amazon 
among the mqst unequal in the world. region towards a developed future. 
MST has suffered assassinations of hun- But this "progress" came at a price. In 
dreds of peasants and rural activists, while the central and western 
Amazon deforestation rates have risen regions of Brazil, where 
sharply. Sister Dorothy Stang, an agribusiness interests have 
American nun whose assassination on advanced most rapidly m the 
February 12 was ordered by large land- last decade, social conflict is 
holders, highlights the determination of also increasing. This conflict 
the rural elite to maintain their historic is fundamentally about the 
~ dominance through force. agricultural model and the 
When Lula, a long-time Brazilian grass- failure to implement agrarian 
roots leader, ran for president in 1994, he ·reform. The highest yields in 
- ~proicised..thaWLclected, .he .would .,;ettl~e... .woi;ldJ~e.an-and.. 
800,000 families in four years. Almost a cotton have been reported in 
decade later, during his fourth election the region, while favorable 
campaign in 2002, agrarian reform was climatic conditions allow 
again a major part of his campaign plat- several . crops per year of 
form. By 2002 there were almost five mil- com, sorghum, and sugar-
liofl. landless families throughout Brazil, cane. The accolades forget, 
and over 150,000 families camped in land- however, the true cost of 
less workers' occupations on roadsides, these agricultural exports. 
abandoned estates, and on the patios of Today's agribusiness is 
beleaguered Federal Land Reform bent on reproducing the same 
Agencies in almost every_ state. exploitative and oppressive 
When Lula was elected with more than set of social relations that 
the rural elite to land expropriation, fron-
tier colonization emerged as the major 
Component of state-led land reform during 
that period. By the end of President J9se 
Sarney's regime in 1990, only six percent 
of the PNRA had been carried out and 
fewer than 120,000 families settled. 
Following Lula's election in 2002, rural 
social movements, including Brazil's 
Landless Workers Movement (MST), the 
Small Farmers Movement (MPA), 
Movement of those Displaced by Dams 
(MAB) and the Pastoral Land 
Commission (CPT) set out to ensure that 
the PNRA II would not suffer the same 
fate of the first one. More than 45 soci;l 
movement organizations, rural unions, 
pastoral commissions and research agen-
cies signed A Letter fr'om the Land, which 
defended land reform and family agricul-
ture. This letter demanded policies that 
would radically alter the current predatory 
60% of the popular vote in October of have been hanging around MST march in Brasilia, November 26, 2001-, 
2002, there was a collective·sense of relief since the Colonial Period - rural slavery, model of agricultural development which 
and victory on the part of many rural and social exclusion, hunger,_and environmen- "concentrated land, income, and power." 
w9rker's rights movements, who that they tal devastation. Consider the state of Mato In particular, the letter demanded the 
would finally realize their grassroots call Grosso, which achieved world records in expropriation of the largest estates, regard-
for social justice through agrarian reform. soybean productivity and is responsible less of productivity; a constitutional' 
Lula immediately appointed a top-notch for almost 40 percent of Brazil's grain pro- amendment limiting landholdings; and ini-
team of public intellectuals and rural duction, but also ~xperienced 27 percent tiatives promoting a regionally diverse, 
. J > 
development experts to develop the of Brazil's total land conflicts in 2003 and self-sufficient, family-based agricultural 
National Plan for Agrarian Reform iI 36 percent of evictions. These numbers are model that would ensure food security for 
(PNRA II). especially grave given the region's fairly the Brazilian nation while protecting the 
In 2003, 85% of farms occupied just sparse population. In 2003, 41 percent of environment. The alternative agro-ecolog-
20% of land in Brazil, while large the rural population in the state was ical model proposed by the MST, CPT and 
landowners with more than 1000 hectares involved in some sort of documented rural other rural social movements is modeled 
were just 1.7 percent of farms but occu- conflict, according to the Pastoral Land on small-farmer production, supplying 
pied almost 44% of land. Analyzing the Commission (CPT), and it has the highest local and national markets with a sufficient 
historical impact of such land concentra- per-capita ratio of rural assassinations. supply of healthy food in order to ensure a 
tion for ongoing social exclusion and Currently, over 20,000 families there are system of food sovereignty. 
poverty, the commission produced data camped along roadsides, watching soy- By the end of 2003, the PNRA II had not 
endorsing a program that would settle beans getting trucked out of the state and yet entered into law and rural movements 
1,000,000 families over a period of eight poverty getting trucked back in. were getting restless. Occupations and 
years, in addition to restructuring Brazil's rural conflicts increased sharply; accord-
agricultural policy to provide more sup- The 2003 March to Brasilia-Enact the ing to the CPT, Bra.lil experienced the 
port to family farmers. PNRA! greatest number of rural conflicts since the 
The Agribusiness Threat 
With Lula's election as part of a center-
left coalition government, however, rural 
social movements found renewed opposi-
tion from their historical adversaries. The 
landholding elite now felt especially 
threatened by the institutionalization of 
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The First National Plan for Land mid 1980s in 2003, with 73 rural leaders 
Reform (PNRA) was developed in 1985 as assassinated (a 70 percent increase over 
a project of the new democratic move- 2002). The landed classes and agribusi-
ment. It aimed to use land reform as a rural ness increased pressure on the judicial sec-
modernization strategy to break the eco- tor, which increasingly sided with large 
nomic stranglehold on the countryside landholders in land disputes and ordered 
applied by the concentrated land tenure. more evictions than at any other time since 
However, emaciated by the resistance of CPT has begun documentation. 175,485 
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people were evicted in 2003, an increase 
of 263 percent since 2002. 
In November 2003, more than 1,000 
members of the MST and other move-
ments marched over 350 kilometers over 
10 days.between Goiania and Brasilia in 
support of the National Plan for Agrarian 
Reform. Once in Brasilia, they joined with 
thousands of other rural workers for an 
audience with Lula, who declared that he 
would "die defending agrarian reform" 
and launched the legal implementation of 
the PNRAII. 
Although less than half of !he recom-
mended proposal was included in the actu-
al PNRA II, Lula promised to re-settle 
400,000 families during his first term and 
regularize the land tenure situation of 
another 1-30,000. Far fewer peop}e than 
expected have been settled so far. In 2003, 
not even 30,000 families, of the proposed 
115,000, were settled, and between 
January and December 2004 the govern-
ment expropriated only enough land to set-
tle 25,000 families, although they-insist 
that they settled more than 68,000 out of 
the 115,000 also budget~d (or 2904. 
The Road Ahe_ad 
Despite current setbacks, some progress 
is being made. The 2004 agrarian reform 
budget was relatively large ( although 
.mucb,_,went unspent), and rstablished a 
precedent for including substantial 
resources for land reform in the budget for 
2005. Some last-ditch spending in 
December of 2004 brought numbers up 
slightly, and a Provisional Measure was 
passed in December of 2004 requiring all 
landowners with over 400 hectares to sub-
mit to a governmental geo-referencing of 
their land areas and validation of land 
titles. This is expected to liberate 
significant acreage of 'grabbed' land for 
expropriation. At the same time, new stud-
ies have detailed the i1!1PQrt,at;1.l;. role_tbat 
family agriculture plays in Brazil's econo-
my, information necessary to counter 
media stereotypes that portray land reform 
as out-of-date and harmfur to Brazil's 
economy. A FIPE study (Economic 
Research Foundation) for the Ministry of 
Agrarian Development showed that family 
agriculture was responsible for IO: I% of 
the GNP in 2003, valued at about $55 bil-
lion. 
The 2005 March 
The struggle for land refonn seems to be 
at a crossroads in Brazil. During the 
1990s, the MST and other rural social 
movements enjoyed widespread social 
solidarity, especially after a series of high-
ly publicized massacres and the continued 
repression of peaceful mobilizations. The 
elite-controlled media has now collaborat-
ed with agribusiness and the neoliberal 
wing of the Lula administration to coun-
teract that solidarity, arguing that an 
export-centric agricultural model focused 
on genetically modified organisms and 
monoculture will bring social and eco-
nomic development to Brazil. And they 
are slowly winning over society with 
glitzy advertisements and publications 
showcasing the modernized and wealthy 
continued on next page 
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Around New Yori< 
City of New Yori< to Pay ~2;3·0/·000 
tQ Settle RNC Contempt Proceeding 
JEFF SENTER 
On April 1,5, 2005, the city of New York settled the con-
tempt proceedings that were initiated by New York State 
Supreme Court Judge John Cataldo on September 2, 2004 
when city officials violated multiple orders demanding 
the·release of RNC arrestees. Judge Cataldo had issued 
the release orders in response to habeas corpus writs filed 
by attorneys from the National Lawyers Guild and the 
Legal Aid Society the prior day. 
Judge Cataldo's release orders covered 560 people who 
had been in the custody of the city and the NYPD for well 
over 24 hours by the early afternoon of September 2, 
2004. Attorneys from the National Lawyers Guild and the 
Legal Aid Society were retained by 151 of those 560 peo-
ple to pursue civil contempt fines against the city for fail-
ing to comply with the Judge's release orders. 
Lawyers for the arrestees argued that the citrhad delib-
erately delayed the processing of people arrested on and 
before August 31 for up to two days during the 
Republican National Convention (RNC) until President 
Bush had left the Convention. Had the contempt hearing 
scheduled for April 18, 2005 gone forward, the city would 
have faced the possibility'ofbeing found in criminal con-
tempt, in addition to the civil fine. Instead, the city agreed 
to pay $231,200 to the arrestees and for attorneys' fees 
"This is just one step in addressing the outrageous vio-
lations of the constitutional rights of the over 1,800 pro-
testors and bystanders arrested, often in indiscriminate 
mass sweeps utilizing orange netting, during the RNC," 
said Gideon Oliver, who was among the NLG attorneys 
on the Writ Squad. 'The settlement specifically states that 
it will not bar anyone from seeking damages in other law-
suits for the city's violations of their rights." A federal 
class action suit against the city has been filed by attor-
neys associated with the National Lawyers Guild. 
To date, the District Attorney's office has acknowl-
edged that over 80 percent of the RNC criminal cases 
have resulted in dismissals, adjournments in contempl'll-
tion or dismissals, and acquittals at trial. Media accounts 
reported additional injustices throughout April 2005, 
which raises serious questions not only about the mass 
Matt Moran of the Rude Mechanical Orchestra was 
one of 1,800 arrested at the anti-RNC protests. 
arrests the NYPD made throughout the RNC, but also 
about the ferocity with which the DA's office has been 
prosecuting many of the criminal cases arising from those 
arrests: 
* During the first jury trial arising from the RNC arrests 
in December, NYPD Officer Matthew Wohl testified that 
he observed Dennis Kyne violently resisting arrest, but a 
documentary filmmaker's videotape proved conclusively 
that the officer was not part of the arrest at all, and that 
Mr. Kyne offered no resistance. The Manhattan District 
Attorney's office dismissed the case in mid-trial. 
* An Assistant District Attorney produced a videotape 
allegedly showing the arrest of Alexander Dunlop, who 
was charged with resisting aq-est and assaulting an officer, 
then quickly moved to dismiss the case when Mr. 
Dunlop's attorney produced another video proving not 
only that Mr. Dunlop neither assaulted the officer nor 
resisted arrest at all, but also that the videotape the DA's 
Office produced had been tampered with. 
* Yusuke ("Josh") Banno, who had been arrested and 
charged with seven felonies for allegedly setting fire to a 
large· green dragon float during the large march of August 
29, learned that the DA's office planned to dismiss all 
charges against him in light of photos provided by a Daily 
News photographer. The photos showed that Mr. Banno 
was some distance away from the incident, and could not 
have been involved with the fire at all. 
The New York city Chapter of the National Lawyers 
Guild organized over 600 legal observers and over 200 
pro bono lawyers during the RNC. These observers, along 
with Legal Aid Society attorneys, have represented the 
vast majority of the RNC arrestees in connection with 
their criminal defense cases. 
Jeff Senter is a member of the National Lawyers Guild. 
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MST March City College Four (cont from 1) 
(con/t) 
agribusiness-dominated comers of Brazil. For example, 
soybean boom towns and high-profile export expeditions 
to China now dominate the rural social scene in the 
evening news. 
The confusion wrought by the multiple messages and 
directions emanating from the Lula government has 
served to fragment and dilute the solidarity of progressive 
social movements in Brazil. As Plinio da Arruda Sampiao 
(a founder of the PT and long-time public intellectual 
around agrarian development issues) points out, the Lula 
government does not repress popular movements, but nei-
ther has it supported them with concrete action. Thus the 
movements are Jaced with a dilemma: oppose the only 
government in recent decades to attempt to meet the 
demands of rural social movements, or retreat in order to 
not criticize. 
In response to this historic moment, the MST and allied 
rural social movements are now focused on a 2005 March 
and social mobilization to meter societal support for land 
reform and alternative economic and agricultural <level-
. opment in Brazil. Members of the MST and other move-
ments march for two weeks between Goiania and 
Brasilia, following the path that led to the passage -0f the 
II PNRAin 2003. This time, however, over 10,000 people 
will march and conduct s'o~ial education and media cam-
paigns along the way. The march will depart on.April 17, 
the International Day of Peasant Rights, and arrive to 
Brasilia on May 1, in conjunction with the Labor Day cel-
ebration organized by Brazil's major labor organizations. 
For more information on the Friends of the MST or the 
MST itself, please visit www.mstbr~zil.org. 
Dawn Plummer is a student in ihe PhD program in 
Political Science. 
and health benefits. Before they could even enter the 
Great Hall, the protestors were met by a large group of 
public safety officers and told that they would not be 
allowed to protest inside where the job fair was being 
held. Some of the students were told that they could 
protest outside. The protestors reportedly entered the job 
fair one by one and then reassembled as a group in front 
of the Army National Guard table. Witnesses say the pro-
.testors began chanting ''US, Out of Iraq; Recruiters off 
our campus." Protestors were then quickly forced ouCof 
the Great Hall by security and pushed into'an empty hall-
way where witnesses report two students were attacked 
and three arrested. 
Several witnesses interviewed by The Advocate report-
ed that City College Public Safety officers beat, pushed, 
punched, kicked and generally abused studeot protestors. 
One witness, who asked to remain unnamed, said that he 
saw Public safety officers "grab a student who stood in 
the front of the group of protestors and tackle him to the 
ground." This, he argued, was what led_ to the escalation 
of violence. This witness said that he later saw the same 
student "pushed up against the wall where his face was 
repeatedly banged against it." Other witnesses reported 
seeing public safety officers silence one student by 
pulling his hood over his face as he was slammed into the 
doorway. CCNY Junior Tiffany Paul said "We were com-
pletely peaceful. It was the officers who were yiolent." 
"They lied about everything," &aid Carol Lang, who 
also said that it was the security officers who attacked the 
students and accused the public safety officers of trying to 
cover up their own questionable action,_s by blaming the 
violence on the student protestors. • 
The college administr!:ltion has repeatedly refused to 
offer any further details when questioned about the events 
of.March 9 and has stalled to release any further public 
·safety "Incident Report Forms," even after The 
Advocate's injunction of the state Freedom oflnformation 
Act. Mary Lou Edmondson, speaking on behalf of the 
president's office did say, "We would like to reiterate that 
the actions taken by the College were in response to sev-
eral complaints and witnesses' statements that were made 
to Campus Public Safety officials." 
Since the arrests, the City College campus community 
has rallied behind the four protestors. The City Defense 
Campaign, organized shortly after the arrests, has 
arranged a number of protests, marches, teach-ins, and 
press conferences to help spread the word about the arrest 
and the abuses of the Public Safety officers on campus. In 
addition to tfiese protests and teach-ins, the City Defense 
Camp'aign has drafted a "letter of Support" for the CCNY 
4 signed by dozens of CUNY professors, including 
Ammiel Alcalay and Jackie DiSalvo, City Council mem-
ber Charles Barron, and such left-wing luminaries as 
Howard Zinn, Mike Davis (author of City of Quartz), and 
radical novelist and historian Tariq Ali. 
Although Hadas Thier had been described as "posing a 
continuing danger" to the campus .community .by. the 
administration and the college has reportedly increased 
the number of charges against Lang, as of now all four of 
the individuals arrested have been allowed to return to 
class and to work. 
Brian Jones, a graduate student member of the City 
Defense Campaign, attributes this change of mind on the 
part of the administration to t~e continuep eJ:IqrtsJ)f his, 
organization as well as the ~valiant stand of the ·faculty-sen-
ate against the administration's policy of intimidation. 
Like the events of last s~m,ester at City College, whose 
proposed "?o~eland Security" program was nixed by the 
faculty senate, the members of the City College Faculty 
Senate who came out overwhelmingly}n favor ofreinstat-
ing all four of the suspended protestors, even in the pres-
ence of President Williams himself, have shown the 
power that faculty and students have in shaping the poli-
cies of their universities. Mr. Jones says that the City 
Defense Campaign is still considering a counter suit and 
pursuing its own investigation into what they see as abus-
es on the part of CCNY Public Safety officers. 
James Hoffis.a student in the PhD .P!?gram in English. 
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Mourning the- Death 
of Pope John Paul I I 
ALETA STYERS cannot be supported by their natural Paul II's teachings and actions on 
parents and will not be supported by women and liberation theology can 
An era has ended. The longest society. The increased poverty of chi!- recognize that theological arguments 
ponti&,cate ,pf the 79th, c;,~ntury leaves dren is a global pheno~n~. !!js _P,ar- _might_be,..-~and ha,ve. been - made sup-
us with memories of a man who 11t ticularly, but not exclusively, obvious porting those arguments. Particularly 
times seemed larger than life, but was in what is euphemistically called "The unfortunate, indeed unacceptable, 
so human we felt like we knew him. Third World" or "The Global South." were his decisions to put his opinions 
Memories, and what memories! So Some of these children stay and starve on these critical areas of human con-
many memories to celebrate. So many within families; many beg and starve cern outside the scope of further dis-
memories to mourn. We look back on the streets. Some have become cussion. In an institutional sense this 
with awe at his wonderful achieve- child soldiers, killing other children prohibits the voice of God being trans-
ments. We look back with horror at the and adults. Women - or families - who mitted in the future by living members 
PJP'lf-
and the 




opportunities missed, at the cries for might have been able to support and of the communion of the faithful. "I never .said that he was a reactionary," said Fausto 
help turned away. His life, like all care for a smaller household now Admittedly there are others who agree Bertinotti, leader of the Italian Communist party 
lives, was a mixture of strengths and ;watch as their children die from star- with the late Pope's views about about Pope John Paul II. Fidel Castro, the Cuban 
weakness, of achievements and fail- vation. Some women even starve women and the exploitation of the communist leader, said, "As I read the pope's doc-
ings. What was different about his life themselves trying to keep children poor, but continuing discussion within uments, I found total agreement between his· theo-
was that he was called to a role where alive. Far too often the results can be the church on these critical matters retical arguments and mine," referring to the pope's 
both the achievements and the failures starving orphans. We mourn the death should continue. concern with "capitalism" and "globalizing solidar-
were earth-shattering in their import. of John Paul II! The greatest reason to mourn the ity." 
Let us start by acknowledging the The rapid expansion of HIV and death of John Paul II lies in his gener- Is there something wrong with these statements? 
achievements. Those of us who are AIDS in poqr countries is also one of ous treatment oft~se members of the Why are communists anq leaders of the Left agree-





power we acknowledge, in whatever Condoms are considered th,e best pe,derasty scandals in North America. - ·deceased .. Pope John Pau1 ·rr, reno~~~ fQI.. his ·-· -
way we address that power, for the method of reducing_Jp.J;: ~;cn.ansion of The erroi:s, fr.em parish priest to moral conservatism? - ~ 
blessings the life of John· Paul II the ffIV virus. Because they can also Cardinal, are indisputable. Thanks To answer this question we have to discuss the ~- •-
brought to men's lives iJ! tue.t\yentieth contribute to.a reduction in•the,nU?1ber~-onlr·to~!~P.ress7 the-evidence Ts . 0rigin~ an~ !1!e ,9!!~elotitrulJlt...Q!, tbli ,Catholic..-..... _ ~ 
century'." of prp_gg.apcies, John Paul II and his publi0: --_- ~ ~-~ ~ ~ ~ • ~ -~ Chw-ch:~so.1~.i~al___.do~~<l:i~ey,if0UB0=tele ~~.;~ -~. 
We cannot rank thosf achievements, .clergy have aatively and successfully -- 'flre"'Cffurr:.fi is tiie~oifumiiiify offue vance following the collapse of communism. '" 
we can only name them. Who could opposed their ayailabili~,.while..other , faithful. OJ:>,iously it is necessary to _____ __;;,, -
not rejoice at his role in matntttining forces (including, inter alia, US poli- have buildings in which one may wor-
the Church in Communist Eastern cy) have also contributed to the lack of ship and insfitutional structures to 
Europe] \\fuo c~ukl_nqt~rc.joice at biL_con<!,om~ in pJ~.Jl!Ck !il!i A:W$..Pll2:; ew•~~m- But tbe,,chUt'Ch 
role in Poland's Solidarity movement hibitions of condom use have led to a remains a community. At the time of 
and aiding in assuring the peacefulness more rapid spread of AIDS than would the pederasty scandals some priests 
of the revolution in that country? Who have otherwise been the case. We put the institution above the communi-
could not rejoice at his apologies for mourn the death of John Paul II! ty of the faithful. Many practicing 
the sins (nicely euphemized "cultural In much of the world the established believers hoped that John Paul II 
iniolerance" and "historic injustice") political and social orders exploit the would recognize the enormity of the 
of the Roman church in relation to the poor. This has certainly been true of scandal and the role of the institution-
Jewish Community, to indigenous the history of Latin America. al church in America in that scandal. 
peoples, to immigrants, to the poor? Unfortunately, far too often the estab- What happened? The American 
Who could not rejoice at his insistence lished church cooperated (anct contin- bishops met to institute measures to try 
on Palestinian dignity? Who could not ues to cooperate) with that established to prevent future abuses. The Vatican 
rejoice at his cries at the Irish border order. In the middle of the twentieth required that those measures be 
for an end to violence in Ireland? century light began to shine in Latin watered down. Cardinal Law of 
But there is sadness, too. Sadness at America. Dedicated priests and laity Boston had to leave in disgrace as (his 
John Paul H's participation in the war went back to the gospel teachings of letters show) he had repeatedly 
on women. Sadness at the destruction care for the poor and_initiated active assigned known pederasts to other 
of hope in communities formerly efforts within a Christian :framework parishes. The church was just as mer-
enlightened by Li9eratiQn Theology. to end economic and social exploit.\- ciful. Americans waited to see both 
Sadness at the refusal to punish institu- tion. justice and mercy. They were disap-
tional support for child abusers. . In the early 1980~ John Paul pointed. Was Law punished? No! Was 
In .tbe 199(.)s he intensified his attacked the hopes of the L"atin he even censured? No! He could.have 
efforts to restrain, and even tum back, American poor created by these activ- been sent to a monastery, preferably 
any progress women might make in ities. Certainly there are lines to be cloistered, to pray for victims and vic-
society. He apologized for unspecified drawn between religious and political timizers and meditate on and repent 
past injustices against women, but involvement, but Christianity has tra- his own actions. Instead he was 
continued to act in ways that harmed ditionally taught responsibility for the assigned to a post in Rome of such 
women and ignored their basic con-. poor and <lowntr,odden. John Paul great stature that he was--one of only 
cenis. He acted pubiicly~and his repre- refused to meet with representatives of nine priests to officillte at tlie Pope's 
sentatives acted both publicly and Liberation Theology. Many asked why funeral masses. We mourn the death 9f 
behind the scenes at United Nations the church could stand against John Paul II! 
Conferences in Cairo and Beijing to Communist exploitation in Eastern The call to communion - second 
restrict women's lives as much as pos- Europe but not against landlord only to baptism as a sacrament of the 
sible. His teachings - which members exploitation in South and Central church _:_ says "gifts of God for the 
of the clergy (many of whom still dis- America. An open discussion might people of God." Unfortunately for 
agree) are forced to repeat - continue have established a mutually acceptable John Paul II, the Latin American poor, 
to define a woman's role as that of path. Instead, dissent was squashed; the abused children of North America, 
mother, teacher, wife, nurturer, and priests were transferred, silenced and and women who aspire to be more 
nothing more. As late as 2002 he pub- driven from the clergy. Poverty is than baby machines did not make the 
licly called for larger families. worse, and hope for anything other cut to be fully included as people of 
The rejection of any form of family than violent revolution or drug rev- God. We mourn the death of John Paul 
planning except abstinence has had the enues has fallen. More poor children II! 
expected results and some unexpected sniff glue on city streets. We mourn the 
ones. The most obvious result is the death of John Paul II! Aleta Styers is a student in the PhD 
increase in the number of children who Believers who disagree with John program in Political Science. 
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G.K. Chesterton, one of the founders 
of distributionism. 
The Catholi~ Church first addressed the social 
issue with the papal encyclical Rerum Novarum 
published by Pope Leo XIII, on May 15, 1891 at 
the outset of mass industrialization. At the time, 
Europe's class system was solidifying.andllie labor 
movement was taking the first steps toward devel-
oping a highly centralized organization dedicated 
to defending workers from exploitation and low 
wages. 
The Rerum Novarum sought to develop a vision 
of society which contrasted with both socialism and 
capitalism .:. a third: way.~As a religio~s organiza-
tion, the Church's Rerum did not call for a set of 
policies or endorse a particular economic system, 
but rather proposed an alternative vision based on a 
few general guiding principles. The Rerum criti-
cizes the free market economics and argues on 
behalf of workers, describing the economic griev-
ances of the working classes. But it also refutes the 
alternative to capitalism proposed by socialists, 
instead defending the right of private property by 
advocating widespread ownership. Leo XIII argues 
that, "the law, therefore, should favor ownership, 
and its policy should be to induce as many people 
as possible to become owners" (Rerum Novarum, 
no. 35). 
The true remedy, continues the Rerum, is also to 
be found in the combined action of the state, 
Continued an next page 






employer organizations, and the labor 
unions, all of which should collaborate to 
decide upon the major socioeconomic poli-
cies. 
The Rerum also spurred Catholics to 
become involved in socioeconomic move-
ments and as a result many new organiza-
tions and labor unions formed. 
One of the most important movements 
inspired by the social vision of Rerum 
Novarum was distributism, a political 
organization created by two well-known 
British literary figures, G.K. Chesterton and 
Hilaire Belloc. 
Distributism advocated an economic sys-
tem in which private property is well-dis-
tributed, and in which "as many people as 
possible" are owners. Probably the most 
complete statement of distributism can be 
found in Hilaire Belloc's book, The 
Restoration of Property (1936). The distrib-
utists argued that under capitalism proper-
ty-productive property in particular-was 
the preserve of the rich, and that this gave 
them influence and power far beyond that 
afforded to the poor. Yes, they argued, the 
formal right to private property exists for all 
under capitalism, but in practice it is 
restricted to the rich. 
A further implication of distributist argu-
mentation is that in a distributist economy, 
the amassing of property will be limited. 
This implies that in a distributist system 
monopolies would be considered obstacles 
to the welfare of society. 
G. K. Chesterton's What's Wrong With the 
World (1910) doesn't mention distributism 
a~ such, but, .?SSerts, "We saA n9w on!y_ 
avoid Socialism by a change as vast as 
Socialism. If we are to save property, we 
must distribute property, almost as sternly 
and sweepingly as did the French 
Revolution." 
In the 1920s both men founded the 
Distributist League and edited its widely 
read periodical G.K's Weekly. They also reg-
ularly debated their socioeconomic views 
and, in 1928, participated in a major confer-
ence promoted by the fledgling BBC titled 
"Do we agree?" where Chesterton and 
Belloc argued on behalf of distributism and 
Bernard Shaw on behalf of socialism. 
Distributists also engaged in political 
activism. On one occasion they organized a 
protest agamst the state's having granted the 
London General Omnibus Company status 
as a legal monopoly at the expense of pri-
vately owned buses. More than a million 
people signed a petition against it, but the 
monopoly was finally established in 1933. 
The distributists conditionally endorsed the 
Labour Party, on account of MP Sir Henry 
Slesser, and they hoped to convince trade 
unionists to join them; G.K. 's WeekZv 
strongly supported the General Strike of 
1926. However, as the unions showed them-
selves more amenable to bureaucratization 
and state dependency than to the distributist 
system, the League turned against them in 
1930. 
Despite reaching a high level of populari-
ty in the 1920s, the social- doctrine of the 
Church and the distributi~t movement, were 
overshadowed by the Cold War and the 
opposition between the two blocs after 
WWII. On one side stood the western sys-
tem and on the other the communist. There 
seemed no room for a third way. 
But when communism collapsed at the 
beginning of the last decade, distributism 
and the social doctrine of the Church 
l r I I f I • ' r • ' ' .... 
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became relevant once again. With the end of 
the cs)lru;nunisJ sy_st~_the c9llecth;:ist cri-
tique of modem capitalist economic sys-
tems was weakened. This allowed a major 
opening for the Catholic Church to provide 
not only a moral critique of the inequality 
that exists within western society but it also 
allowed the church to become a spokesper-
son for the underprivileged and for the so-
called third world. 
From a doctrinal perspective John Paul II 
was always a traditionalist striving to per-
petuate the cultural heritage of the Church 
and, especially, the Rerum Novarum. When 
Communism. fell he began to talk more fre-
quently about the need for solidarity and for 
balance and fairness in employer/employee 
relations. 
In a neglected passage of the encyclical 
Centesimus Annus, for instance, John Paul 
II points out that many of the same social 
issues described in Rerum Novarum have 
not gone away: 
"Would that these words, written at a time 
when what has been called "unbridled capi-
talism" was pressing forward, should not 
have to be repeated today with the same 
severity. Unfortunately, even today one 
finds instances of contracts between 
employers and employees which lack refer-
ence to the most elementary justice regard-
ing the employment of children or women, 
working hours, the hygienic condition of the 
workplace and fair pay; and this is the case 
despite the international declarations and 
conventions on the subject." (Centesimus 
Annus, no. 26) 
In another passage in line with the distrib-
utist vision, he writes that, "It is necessary 
to break down the barriers and monopolies 
which leave so many countries on the mar-
gins of development, and to provide all indi-
vidual.s-and--nations-with-the-basii-'cond· 
tions which will enable them to share in 
development. This goal calls for pro-
grammed and responsible efforts on the part 
of the entire international community" 
(Centesimus Annus, no. 28). 
In Laborem Exercens (no. 14), John Paul 
II writes that the alternative to a laissez-faire 
economy is a society in which "as many 
people as possible ... become owners." In this 
picture, the fatal separation of ownership 
and work will be, if not removed, at least 
lessened in its extent and influence. It will 
no longer be the hallmark of our economic 
system, even if it still exists to some extent. 
During his travels, John Paul II frequent-
ly noted that the poor are often the victims 
of an economic system that does not lift 
them from their miserly existence. His pop-
ularity in the third world often stemmed 
from the positions he took o_n behalf of the 
poor; this also explains why a communist 
such as Bertinotti or a social democrat such 
as Anthony Giddens spoke about him favor-
ably. 
After the Berlin Wall fell many left-wing 
intellectuals such as Giddens, who became a 
key advisor to British Prime Minister Tony 
Blair, began to argue on behalf of the third 
way. They pointed to the mixed systems 
found in countries such as Germany and 
Sweden (social market economies) as inter-
esting experiments that have achieved a 
high degree of consensus between labor and 
the employee associations. 
In the same way, Pope John Paul II sought 
to critique the excesses of western society 
and promote collaboration between the 
classes. His stance on the social question 
has often been praised by a Left in search of 
new ideas. 
Paolo Morisi is a student in the PhD pro-
gram in Political Science. 
Features 
Wolf Eyes and Prurient 
Live at The Knitting 
Factory/ 4/1/05 
WILL WEIKART 
After gracing the cover of a recent Wire 
magazine (UK), and an acclaimed full-
length CD on Sub Pop, Burned Mind, I 
bought Wolf Eyes tickets well in 
advance for this April Fool's day noise 
orgy. Maybe the simultaneous 
Lightning Bolt show in Brooklyn split 
the attendance, but the crowd this night 
was surprisingly medium and not near a 
sell-out. 
Wolf Eyes are a trio of dudes (in the 
true sense) from Michigan who have 
both exposed noise to a new generation 
and further de-centered noise produc-
tion away from the -µrban metropolitan 
centers of the US. Starting out in the 
late 90s as the project of one Nate 
Young, it would soon add John Olson 
(American Tapes label) and then Aaron 
facing a rather huge stack of amps. 
From there he proceeds to use mainly 
just a mic or mies, and a host of effects 
and hair-rafsing feedback, for an 
extended full-body spasm replete with 
all manner of mangled shrieks. Here the 
body truly becomes an instrument as the 
pasty-white form flails and convulses, 
dialectically creating and created by the 
emergent sound field, a fury of pure 
caloric expenditure. If it's painfully 
loud in the audience, imagine how it 
must sound for Fumow with his face 
kissing distance from a wall of Marshall 
stacks. A modest Thurston Moore (yes, 
of Sonic Youth) accompanied his sec-
ond piece on guitar and effects, ):>asical-
ly adding another layer of thickness to 
the girth of total feedback screech and 
squalor. Prurient's sets are usually a 
burst of manic energy that bums out 
quickly - a welcome alternative to other 
acts employing "excess" to an excessive 
degree. Tonight was no exception. 
Wolf Eyes was joined by Mike 
Connelly from Kentucky's Hair Police 
on guitar, horns, and gadgets, in 
replacement of Dilloway who is appar-
ently still on hiatus in Nepal. Skeptical 
fans waited nervously when it became 
obvious that our favorite contact-mic-
swallowing shaman would be sadly 
absent. Would the new guy measure up? 
Nevertheless, the stout Connelly pro-
m::ed-arrd-waS"'0"'1Duch-welcome-ftddi1-----
tion to the lineup. His perhaps unwit-
Joel Olson of Wolf Eyes. 
Dilloway (Hansen Records label) to 
round out its current incarnation. Wolf 
Eyes have since shat forth a plethora of 
small-edition (as few as 50 or less) and 
often hand-decorated cassettes, CDRs, 
and albums. These have appeared on 
their own and others' labels, buttressing 
a small but vibrant noise underground 
as well as a seething and nerdy collector 
micro-economy. All three members col-
laborate on any number of side projects, 
to boot. Today WE seem to exist simul-
taneously in a more visible sphere (Sub 
Pop album, etc.) and as a maj°or node, 
unlikely stars. in a less visible and far 
less commercially viablt cassette7based 
noise underground. Last year they head-
lined the first annual, 3-day No Fun 
Fest at Northsix J.n Brooklyn, delivering 
a ferocious and quite memorable set 
before a hairy, writhing crowd of stinky 
teens and twenties. This is their first 
time performing back in NY since then 
and so many of us were surely filled 
with eager anticipation. 
The set's opener ,tonight is the increas-
jngly visible and prolific Prurient, the 
solo act of Bushwick's DQminick 
Fernow, also of the Ho;pital 
Productions label. Prurient started out 
in the bourgeoning .Rhode Island noise 
scene which gave us Lightning Bolt and 
· Load Records (etc.), before relocating 
to NYC. 
To those who have seen Prurient, we 
got more or less w.4at we love and 
expect: Fernow standing shirtless, as 
tingly hilarious, grindcore-ish posturing 
and rigorous head-banging, along with 
requisite hand gestures encouraging pit-
formation, were well in tact. Acts like 
Wolf Eyes and Prurient live represent 
an undeniable return ( or perhaps 
arrival) of the body, and FUN, to noise 
performance that just recently was so 
dominated by dime-a-dozen, sedate lap-
top users and previously, so many 
power-electronics practitioners seated 
amidst a pile pf gadgets and effects. 
They also represent a re-valuation of the 
analog to a "scene" that was likewise 
becoming hegemonically digital. Wolf 
Eyes; "songs" consist generally· of 
throbbing, primal, bile-soaked horror-
flick death dirge, and are peppered with 
generous passages Qf meandering and 
delay-laden, spacious, sup~r-stoned free 
improvisation. Many of their instru-
ments are home-made or at least modi-
fied (note Olson's "guitar" made out of 
a raw 2x4), giving us sounds that aren't 
easily reproducible, and sometimes • -
unidentifiable. Not ground-breakingly 
new, but perhaps new in combination, 
and improving with each album, WE 
have been described confusingly and 
convincingly as Throbbing Gristle 
meets ·King Tubby meets)ienri Chopin 
meets Negative Approach. Dai:k stuff 
indeed, the practical direct personifica-
tion of the dank mildew-y basements 
that nourish them . perhaps this is a 
new soundtrack to suburban, post-
industrial teen angst and alienation, for 
the Columbine generation. Cro-magnon 
fist pumping never felt (so) right. 
always, approximating a mini-Glenn Will Weikart is a student in the Php 
Danzig, back to the crowd and front program in Sociology. 








J Film Reviews 
Documentary Film Review: 
Bearing Witness 
HARLAN D. WHATLEY 
Bearing Witness is the story of five women journalists 
who have chosen the dangerous job of war correspon-
dent. Produced by A&E Indies, Barbara Kopple, Bob 
Eisenhardt and Marijana Wotten, the documentary takes 
the viewer behind the scenes in the war on Iraq. We learn 
about the tough trade chosen by these women journalists 
who risk their lives to get the best stories under the worst 
conditions. 
Molly Bingham hails from a 
Louisville, Kentucky newspaper 
family and is a photographer. At 
the beginning of the Iraq war, she 
was arrested by the Muhoborat, 
Saddam Hussein's secret police, 
and held for seven days in the 
Abu Ghraib prison. She revisits 
her pink-colored prison cell later 
in the film, showing us the wall 
on which she counted her days 
with scratch marks. The experi-
ence still haunts her today. 
Sunday Times of London writer 
Marie Colvin, a Yale graduate 
from Oyster Bay, Long .Island, 
has survived reporting stints in 
Sri 1,a¥a !wl,1er~ s.h~J2s_t 8:,n ~.Y~ 
to grenade shrapnel) and Iraq 
Another Times of London writer featured in the film is 
Janine DiGiovanni, who has covered conflicts in 
Rwanda, Chechnya, Israel and Iraq. She is married to the 
French journalist Bruno Girodon, and they live in Paris 
with their newborn baby. Janine is so committed to her 
job that she was actually reporting in the Gaza Strip just 
21 days before her baby was born. 
CNN camerawoman Mary Rogers has seen the world 
with her CNN Cairo bureau chief, Ben Wedeman. With 
her cat's-eye glasses and wavy 
blonde hair, she cultivates an 
exterior of intellectual feminin-
ity, but is quite capable of lug-
ging a 25-pound video camera 
and tripod through the rubble 
and ruins of Iraq. As she says in 
the film, "I like taking really 
good pictures." 
Another fearless videograph-
er/documentarian is San 
Francisco native May Ying 
Welsh, who reports for Al-
Jazeera. She struggles to gain 
, the trust of both the American 
soldiers in Iraq and her col-
leagues at the Arab news net-
. work, Al-Jazeera. Her intensity 
and passion for her jpq, seems 
to keep her going, despite all of 
the pressure she faces. 
PSC Contract 
Negotiations 
· ( con /t from 1) 
After two years of bargaining, the union, which must 
understand these realities, has proposed an economic 
package that bears no resemblance to either the State or 
City package and would cost approximately twice as 
much as the University's offer." 
Malone also criticized union members for engaging in 
activist actions - including calling and writing the 
Chancellor and members of the Board of Trustees (BOT) 
and picketing offices - which she described as serving 
"little purpose other than to distract from and delay the 
collective bargaining process." 
The PSC, however, is still planning to hold a massive 
rally outside the offices of Benno Schmidt, BOT 
Chairperson, on April 19. While management contends 
that the new offer was not made as a response to "the 
union's distraction tactics," the union strongly believes 
that by uniting and making their voices heard union mem-
bers can show their commitment to a fair contract and put 
pressure on CUNY management to demonstrate the same 
commitment. 
Mariya Gluzman works for the Adjunct Project. 
have done a fine job of weaving the story of these women 
together with some harrowing and intense images of war. 
The film makes its television premiere on the A&E tele-
vision network on May 26 and is currently screening at 
the Tribeca Film Festival in New York City. 
Harlan Whatley is an MFA student in the Integrated 
(where she discovered mass graves being unearthed by 
local family members), as well as two divorces. She 
spends her downtime in London and suffers from night-
mares caused by the dark images she recalls from her 
time in combat zones. 
Overall, this documentary is a wild ride through the 
lives of these fearless and intense women, who sacrifice 
their personal lives to get the stories of the people most 
affected by the horrors of war. Kopple and her colleagues -Media Arts program at Hunter College. .._ 
Documentary Film Review: 
Enron, the Smartest Guys in the R-oe-m 
HARL,\,"! D. WHATLEY 
Based on a book co-authored by Fortune magazine writ-
ers Bethany McL-ean and Peter Elkind, Enron, the 
Smartest Guys in the Room exposes the corporate corrup-
tion behind the rise and fall of the former Houston, Texas 
based energy corporation, Enron. Founded in 1985 by 
Kenneth Lay, formerly one of the highest-paid executives 
in corporate America, the company rose to seven on the 
Fortune 500 list with its border-to-border and coast-to-
coast gas pipeline. Enron's real muscle, however, was its 
energy trading business, which was driven by both greed 
and testost_erone. As just one example, the film features 
tape recordings of Enron traders, elated with how rich 
they were·getting during the rolling blackouts in the state 
of California in 2000. 
Another key player in the Enron scandal is former CEO 
and President Jeffrey Skilling, a slick sales- and confi-
dence man who was a believer in "big new ideas" and was 
quite capable of selling them to Wall Street investment 
bankers and securities analysts. While on a conference 
call with market analysts and reporters, a financier asks 
Skilling why Enron is the only institution that can't come 
up with a cash-flow statement or balance sheet after earn-
ings are reported. Skilling thanks the man and then calls 
him an asshole. The incident made news in all of the 
financial trade publications and caused many to question 
Skilling's ability to run Enron. Skilling, who was CEO for 
only six months, resigned unexpectedly in Augusf of 
2001, assuring employees and investors that Enron was in 
excellent financi~l shape and. that his .reas~>n-for leaving. 
was strictly personal. In December of 2001, Enron filed 
for federal bankruptcy protection. 
The third key player in the downfall of Enron, and per'"' 
haps the most devious, was former Chief Financial 
Officer, Andrew Fastow. As a young banker in Chicago, 
page. 10 Ac(vacate Ma!J i!UD5 
F~stow deveJoped dynamic strategies for reducing com-
pany debt via public stock offerings and other securities. 
Essentially, Fastow created an elaborate labyrinth of shell 
companies and investment vehicles that allowed Enron's 
quarterly earnings and stock price to constantly increase; 
this amounted to borrowing from Peter to pay Paul, or in 
the case of Enron, to pay Ken Lay, Jeff Skilling, and 
Andrew Fastow. Each of these men sold hundreds of mil-
lions of shares of Enron stock for their own personal gain, 
knowing that the revenues and profits of the company 
were nothing more than financial phantoms. Thousands of 
Enron employees lost their jobs and were left with pen-
Producers for the film include HDNet, a company that 
specializes in projects shot<>n high-definition ..video.with 
budgets up to $2 million, and Magnolia Pictures, a divi-
sion pf 'Fodd Wagner's and Mark Cuban's 2929 
Entertainment, whose previous documentaries include 
Capturing the Friedmans and Control Room. The film 
premiered in Houston and New York City on Friday, April 
24. 
Harlan Whatley is an adjunct lecturer in the department 
of English and an MFA student in the Integrated Media 
Arts program at Hunter College. 
sions built ~top worthless .......... --........ --------.....,...-...-...... ,.,,,.,..,,..,,...,,..,..._,...__,..---,-,----.-----
shares of Enron stock. 
One of the good guys in 
this story is former Enron 
Vice Presipent, Sherron 
Watkins, whose infamous 
"smoking gun" memo to Ken 
Lay outlines her concerns 
about internal accounting 
scandals that, she argued, 
could implode the company. 
Her testimony in the Enron 
congressional hearings were 
most damaging to Skilling 
and Lay, who will both stand 
trial ir. 2Q06, Ms. Watkins 
tells her story in a book appro-
priately titled Power Failure . . 
.. The docUll}.entary is direct-
ed and produced by Alex 
Gibney, whose previous non-
• ,;fiction films include the blues 
doc, Li'ghtning'in ,a Bottle and 
The Trials of Henry Kissinger. Ken Lay of Enron testifies Defore Congress. 
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Vi5.it the~.DSC on line .at .ds_c.gc.-cu-n-y.€.€/u 
---The DSC· is tddng-for-
Position of. Adiunct · 
Proiect Coordinator· 
The Doctoral Students' Council is accepting applicf1tions for the DSC-sponsored 
position which advocates for the interests of adjunct academic labor both within CUNY 
and in the New York area in general. The Adjunct Project coordinator will be expected 
to be knowledgeable of issues\ regarding graduate student labor and to disseminate 
information ,to students who teach as adjuncts or work part-time for CUNY. 
Duties will include attendance at all plenary meetings of the DSC (which are held 
once a month on a Friday at 6 p.m.) with occasional reports made to the plenary. The 
Coordinator will be required to staff the Adjunct Project office for no less than three 
hours a week and to attend events sponsored by the PSC (Professional Staff Congress). 
The employment period begins in mid-August and.continues until the end of the 
academic year. Please submit an electronic resume with a brief cover letter detailing 
adjunct experience as well as organizational/motivational activity experience. 
Interviews will be held on Monday, May 16th and Tuesday, May 17th in the late 
afternoon and evenings. Please submit materials to Paul McBreen ,at 
pmcbreen@gc.cuny.edu. , 
The DSC seeks to hire 
an Editor-in-Chief for 
The Advocate 
The Advocate will have an opening for the position of editor-in-chief. Interviews will 
be held during the last week of classes for the position which begins in mid-August (to 
prepare for the first edition of the new academic year). 
The Editor-in-Chief is responsible for collecting news items submitted by students 
and for advertisements. The overall content of the news a er is determined b the 
Editor-in-Chief. The first duty of this newly-hired E itor wil be to hire a Layout.and 
·onfine Editor. 
-ReCeptiOll allcl 
Concert for Departing 
President Horowitz: 
You are cordially invited 
to a concert and reception 
for President Frances 
Degen Horowitz. 
Thursday, May 19, 2005 
2:00 pm, program and concert, Harold M. Proshansky Auditorium 
Concert presented by the PhD./D.M.A Program in Music 
3:30 - 5:30 pm, reception, Eighth floor dining commons 
Seating is limited. RSVP by Monday, May 9, 2005. 




Come & Meet the 
tes-fer-__.._l 
......... 








The payment foc write,, and commissions foc sales of advertisements are dU"eCted by ~ !'.?!'"'II"!'! • 
the editor-in-chief. Other duties include the general management of the office and ===:I !::! ~::::a=a 
,onnel..ofJ:he.A.chr.ocate· :VWP.t~th~taffu:ensists:of.thre~the~~.
1
:::=:~=l=l:=:::::::~!::C~ __ __ ---- _________________  
-=~1=1:-!· ease submit.an electronicJ:"esume with a'brief--cover=fetter \Vhfob=jni3.im~fetifftiloF ;::;,,.,.; .::-:-~=-~;::-::~ ~!!!'·~--:;:-::-- -- - - """'=_:- -A----- ~ ~ M, __ ., 
l!!S!~.~xpeii~c·e,~tlrsto~n.t~oi~efiial'"'"pu}Ricattons !18.}'f6 •. ;is:~a~ip~n,t • ." • _ ..... ~ - -· 
' experience. Submit materrats tcr"Patil l\.1'eBfe"eii' i'upmcbreen@gc.cuny.ectu a.s.a.p. Brief A D · • ~ - H •t t ;.i · • 1h .,,._ C 
"ntenciews. w.ill.be..held .~!! MoJ2d~MilX=l6Jh.,!!}~ Tiu:~gay May 'l7th.'in"•th~ lat! -~~.r~ent OfOWI 2 s ep~ uQYillJ,,. _i}Ji_~ ' 
aftemoonorevenilfgs. • ~~· -- -- -- ~ - - C-olliinun1fy miJst choose a· new preSldeitt. 
.----------------------,~ Th~JiM~1$. ~ave been chosen_anflwill...be 
The Advocate-is hirir11g coming for interviews in th~- 'PO'!ling 
Oltnl Online lEdntorr and weeks■- Each- of them will hold an open 
Forum for all interested faculty, staff, -and 
layotUJfr IEdi~OIT' students (not attending other meetings 
with the candidates) from 2:15-3:15 on their 
respective days at the GC. 
The Advocate has openings for both an Online Editor and a Layout Editor. 
During the week of May 23rd, interviews will be held for the positions of on-line 
editor and layout editor. Please send a resume and a cover letter detailing your 
experience for either position below. 
On-line editor 
This editor is responsible for the electronic posting of the editions of the Advocate to 
the website (http://web.gc.cuny.edu/advocate/). As an integral member of the staff, this 
editor is expected to work closely with the other editors to insure that all print and 
graphics are in proper format for expeditious posting. Proficiency with Dreamweaver 
is a prerequisite as is knowledge of html. 
Layout Editor 
The Layout Editor works in The Advocate office designing all aspects of each edition 
of the print paper. This Editor must work closely with the Managaing Editor and Editor-
in-Chief to construct each issue. Previous layout experience in Quark XPress is 
required, along with basic Photoshop skills (Illustrator knowledge a plus, but not 
required). Samples will be required. 
These positions will be hired by the editQr-in-chief of The Advocate. Please send 
resume and cover letter to advocate@gc.cuny.edu. 
The fmalists and the dates of their visits are: 
Monday, May 9th (Auditorium) - Dr. Lawrence Bernard Martin, Dean of the 
Graduate School, Stony Brook University. 
Wednesday, May 11th (Rooms 9204-9205-9206) - Dr. Henry C. Pinkham, Dean, 
Graduate School of Arts & Sciences - Columbia University 
Monday, May 16th (Elebash Recital Hall) - Dr. William P. Kelly, Provost and Senior 
Vice President, The CUNY Graduate Center. 
Wednesday, May 18th (Elebash Recital Hall) - Dr. Cristina Gonzalez, Former Dean, 
Graduate Studies, University of California, Davis; Presently Professor of Spanish. 
Come and scope out these folks - they'll be the ones expected to keep financial and 
political support for the GC strong. 
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Damn# Grad School Can 
Be -Lik~ Pulling T_eeth 
WILL WEIKART 
Student #1: "Bring me the cow-horns ... " 
Student #2: ''No, he doesn't need the cow-horns ... " 
Student #3:._"You got some long roqts ... " 
Me: "Urr? Raa rr~~~----9~e!!!" 
I purchased the student plan, whicµ costs $185 and pro- ple injections around and then under the half-out tooth), 
vides coverage for one year (if you start it when the plan and' pleasantly ·high off the nitrous, I was feeling it, 
starts-beginning September, it ends every June). It indeed. I never saw what the "cow-horns" instrument is 
includes extensive x-rays, diagnosis, unlimited teeth because I was continuously wincing. The tooth was stub-
cleanings, unlimited fillings,.and other basics. Major ops eorn and I broke inter a full-body sweat, let out uncharac-• 
like i:.o..ot cana)$_al;fl 25.¾i.off. If)'Ou take.full aw.rantage of teri:stio sounds as- they, pried and dug at the decaying 
it, or need work done like me, it's a comparatively great nugget. Finally, with a life-affirming and (I assume) prac-
There I lay, semi-reclined, surrounded by a multi-ethnic, deal-that is, if you have the flexibility to spend long tically inaudible (but deafeningly loud, in my head), 
all-female cast of aspiring young dentistas. After some stretches of time waiting in the long lines, and the sound oftearing tissue, il was out. The perverse allure of 
initial waffling, I opted, fairly hastily and pointedly, to patience for instructors who approve/review their st_u- staring at the partially blackened little pebble seated atop 
have the defective lower right molar-2nd from back, dents' work at every step of the way. Reduced fee for two bloody, pulpy legs was somewhat akin to the ambiva-
tooth #31, I think-"extracted." guinea pigs! lence you feel when looking in the toilet at a shit you just 
Opted is actually not quite right. I could not afford a Rather than go on another payment plan and incur more took, before abruptly flushing it away. I bade my friend 
cpstly root canal, which..w,oukLhave .sa\Ced..theJ:ooth,..but,--debt,"" I~chose •to •have- this r9tle1!, in~~~asjpgly pai!lful f{!rewell. After the stran_ge but painless sensation of hav-
would cost at least $750, and prdb:fl5ly comparable, rogue tooth extracted rather than root-canalfed. It only ing that spot on my ja'w bone.filed down for non-abrasive, 
though protracted, "discomfort." This figure is with the cost $98. Breakdown: extraction ($100) plus optional post-heal comfort, my mouth was then stuffed with gauze 
strident denta_l plan, which does not cover "major opera- nitrous oxide, AKA laughing gas ($30)-total at 25% off. over my new hole/wound. 
tions't (like root canals). {This·must·be paid before services are provided-I used "What did it take, fifteen minutes?" one student joked 
Back that ass up. If you hadn't guessed, I'm at the my debit card in a rather absurd, Kafka-esque moment of as she filled out some papers. (In fact, this particular stu-
famed NYU Oental Clinic-a low-cost alternative to pri- frosty exchal\g,e:) • dent, called up to do the deed in order to get her "extrac-
vate dentists, provided by NYU and its cfental students-in- All the friendly students and instructors I spoke to had tion credit" (!), was too physi£ally weak ansJ.101 became 
training, with supervision from their highly experienced, recommended, with varying fervor, against the extraction squeamish and surrendered fhe task· to an/other· more 
pro-grade instructors-(the students, I suppose, comprising and in favor of root canal. "You need to save the tooth." hearty/brawny student/s.) 
the semi-analogous "adjuncts"-read: flexi-labor-of "Thirty? You're too young to lose teeth!" Nonsense, "Yeah, right, just put that," another replied sarcastical-
their own field). THIS, excuse the bad pun, is decidedly thought I. Lasting and fundamental change has to get to ly, laughing. 
where ihey "cut their teeth.'1 For those ofus without basic the "roots" of the problem ... right? Anticipating my skep- Later that same evening, Prurient and Wolf Eyes (live at 
health insurance (much less dental, eye, etc.), this is per- tii::ism, one student assured me that "I have nothing to Knitting Factory). would provide the uncanny ideal sound-
haps the only alternative, short of the old-school home- gain by rec9mmending [the more expensive procedure]- track, rounding out my Day of (minor, for now) Disfigure-
jobs calling for whiskey.and a string tied from tooth to I don't get paid." (Note to self: remember this example ment. Alas, I have another tooth that is a borderline can-
doorknob. Consequently, on any given day, the East when attempting to explain.structuralism to theory stu- - didate for-roorcanal/e;:,rtr,acji~--;::beJ;:the.,gQ.Q.d-.timeuoHf- · ' .,.,..,..,;. -
Lower Manhattan lobby and surroundi~g complex of den- dents.) ,._ • " ... ~ 
tal practices.is a tense, bustling swarm (i£ the five bor--·-··· I-don't regret my decision, but the student who told me, Will Weikart is a stu,dent in the PhD program in 
oughs' dentally un-insured (read: average persons-but "You won'( feel pain, just pressure," was lying or, per- Sociology, and newbie adjunct at 'both Johrr--Jay ,a!J.d 
disproportionately, elderly, poor. .. contingent?). haps, just wrong. Even heavily anesthetized (from multi- Queens College. _ _ . .• • .......... -----...... 
Yes - I received · K{o, I w-;1sn 1t. I Yes, ram~ I-don't . . 
have mixed feel- think it's a lot of -~· cat'tlpus enia-il. 
Of course, I'm ings. It's annoy- morfeVcimt•1-Am-
~ not happy abou~ il]g because it not really con-it. But it,is seems like the cerned about it. 
important since welfare of the As long as it's for 
many of us have students should good purposes, no health insur- be a higher pri- ~24 is not that ance. It is \ 
important to 
ority, especia I ly . \ much . 
with the hea Ith Hyewon Yi, save [th~ M!3ggie Dickinson, Rave Harpaz, 
Art History Wellness Center] Anthropology care crisis in the Computer Science 
but students us. But it's still 
shou.ldn't,have an essential serv-
,,.. 
to.pay for it . ice. 
. No, l wasn'•t. Yes - I think itts Yes - I don't 
·-But I'm from fine, in order t:o understand 
Canada where we save the why the school 
have universal 
Wellness does~t_pay!:f-or 
Center: Ifs a this. Why is 
health care. I necessary thing it hoisted off 
don't mind pay- since a lot of on students? 
~ 
ing into students don't What do we 
that ... but what have health get for our fees insurance. It 
do we get [for could be an - just paper? 
Patrick Inglis, 
'the increased Jessica Hammerman, optional fee, Laura Morris, 
We just recent-
Sociology fee]? History only for those Political Science 
/y got a printer 
who might in Political 
need it. Science ... 
